Host Terry says:
Mission recap: With the conference on Risa completed all crew have returned to the Cutlass as ordered by Star Fleet. Captain Olbrun has been summoned away for a special assignment. She will not return for this mission.

Host Terry says:
By order of Star Fleet, T'roj Sadik (Vulcan) has been given temporary command of the Cutlass and Kootenai to see her through this assignment.

Host Terry says:
All crew are aboard the Cutlass awaiting their orders from Captain Sadik

Host Terry says:
*** BEGIN MISSION ***

COO_Cain says:
::On Cutlass at the OPS position::

CTOValrek says:
::At his station on the bridge::

MO-Tym says:
::Checking supplies in sickbay::

CSO_Temal says:
::looks over science station, seems efficient::

TrojSadik says:
:: Exits the RR and steps to the front of the bridge near the view screen ::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  What is our heading sir?

CTOValrek says:
::watches Troj::

TrojSadik says:
All: May I have your attention?

CTOValrek says:
::listens::

CSO_Temal says:
::scans space, looking for anything to occupy time::

TrojSadik says:
All: I have been working with Star Fleet intelligence on a new shielding system that will help to protect our ships from the Borg.

CTOValrek says:
::interest is peeked::

TrojSadik says:
All: It is a highly classified technology that was stolen from the Romulans.

CSO_Temal says:
::Borg, Romulans, I already don't like this::

MO-Tym says:
::Moves from cabinet to cabinet, all is in order::

COO_Cain says:
::was unaware starfleet steels technology::

TrojSadik says:
All: We are about to begin a search for the test vessel that we believe crashed on a planetoid near the station.

CTOValrek says:
::nods:: Troj: Do we expect others to be looking for this ship as well?

TrojSadik says:
All: Our mission is one that will not appear on any logs or ship transcripts. All conversation with Star Fleet on this matter is strictly forbidden.

CSO_Temal says:
::sets scanners to scan planetary bodies for ship debris::

CTOValrek says:
::understands secrecy::

TrojSadik says:
... there will be no other ships joining us. We are on our own with no support.

MO-Tym says:
::Finishes checklist, satisfied.  Glances about and decides to bridge.  Lonesome in sickbay::

CSO_Temal says:
::dislikes secrets, feels like a Romulan::

TrojSadik says:
All: I will depend on you to make this a success.

CTOValrek says:
Troj: I was referring to others who might be willing to steel this stolen technology from us or back

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Understood.

TrojSadik says:
:: turns and moves to sit in the Captains chair and thinks about his old friend Olbrun ::

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: Yes... there is that possibility.

CTOValrek says:
::nods again: Troj: Understood

TrojSadik says:
:: Taps the coordinates into the console and forwards them to FCO :: Our ETA is 10 minutes. Be prepared.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Awaiting your course heading sir.

CTOValrek says:
::double checks systems status for shields and weapons::

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Engage. Shields up, warp 7.

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: anything in particular I should for, that would make the search easier?

CTOValrek says:
::puts shields up ::

TrojSadik says:
*Dr. Tym* Please report to the bridge.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.  ::engages at warp 7.::

MO-Tym says:
::Exits TL and steps onto bridge, hearing the Comm::

TrojSadik says:
Temal: You will find high traces of tachyon particles. And possibly lots of radiation.

MO-Tym says:
TroJ: ::Smiles:: You called?

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: aye  ::sets scanners::

CTOValrek says:
::keeps an eye on sensors....best to be ready for others looking for a golden opportunity::

TrojSadik says:
:: See's the Dr enter the bridge and motions for him to take his chair next to the Captain ::

TrojSadik says:
Temal: Prepare a boarding party.

MO-Tym says:
::Nods and takes his seat::

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Full sensors.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye sir.  ::initiates full sensors::

CSO_Temal says:
::does final long range scan before commiting all resourses to the search::

MO-Tym says:
::Quickly glances at the various screens and watches the bridge officers at stations::

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Sir, I recommend yellow alert, considering the situation

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: Our ship is the NX-98883, Cannibal. She is a small vessel carrying about 60 personnel. You will find her configuration in the database. Study it and the layout.

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: Make it so.

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Aye sir

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: the planet won't reach up and grab us-and I'm scanning for cloaked vessels

CTOValrek says:
::puts ship at yellow alert::

TrojSadik says:
Dr: We are on a rescue mission, you will need to prepare for a dangerous recovery effort. Please prepare your team.

CSO_Temal says:
::detects drop in sensors to to alert status::

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Good.

MO-Tym says:
Troj: Any special equipment requirements?

CTOValrek says:
::studies the data on the USS Cannibal::

TrojSadik says:
Dr: Phasers and your normal triage kits.

COO_Cain says:
::calibrates power allocation to shields for optimal efficiency.::

MO-Tym says:
::Nods:: Troj: quick in and out or treat on site?

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  ETA 2 minutes sir.

CSO_Temal says:
OPS: could you re-route a little more power to sensors?

CTOValrek says:
::downloads the data to a PADD....it can be valuable::

CTOValrek says:
::checks sensors and shileds again::

COO_Cain says:
::allocated auxilary power to sensors::  Temal:  Alocation complete.

TrojSadik says:
Valrek and others: Our mission is to save as many survivors as possible. And retrieve the technology. It is a dangerous tachyon shield that rotates frequencies with a cloaking mechanism.

CSO_Temal says:
COO: recieved, ty

MO-Tym says:
*Ens. Roi* Get the Alpha team ready. Combat conditions.

MO-Tym says:
<Ens Roi>*MO* Wil do.

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Sir, Would it be possible to transport the technology to this ship, or is it to volatile?

TrojSadik says:
...Upon our arrival we will complete our orders, install the cloak on the Cutlass and destroy the Cannibal. We will not install the tachyon shielding.

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: I'm hoping that we can, but I expect too much radiation. Be ready.

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Aye sir

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: why destroy it, we may be able to salvage it?

MO-Tym says:
::Turns to Troj:: Troj: Radiation? Should have said that up front.

CTOValrek says:
::detects no ships in the area, as of yet::

MO-Tym says:
*Roi* Possible radiation.  Brings the appropriate hypos>

TrojSadik says:
Temal: The technology is not in the shielding... its in the implementation of the shielding and we will not have time to remove all the components. They must be destroyed.

MO-Tym says:
<Roi>*MO* Copy sir.

TrojSadik says:
Dr: I assume you know that any starship down has a potention for radiation.

CSO_Temal says:
::take what you want and destroy the rest, almost sounds Klingon::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  We have achieved orbit sir.

CTOValrek says:
CSO: do you detect any threats to us from teh planetoid?

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: beginning scans   ::starts to scan the planet surface::

MO-Tym says:
Troj: ::Shrugs:: Sorry wasn't thinking , still on Risa I guess.

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Very well, agressive scans for radiation and tachyons.

TrojSadik says:
:: Nods at the Dr's comment ::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye sir.  ::scanning aggressively::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: Scans reveal a spot underground where there seems to be much radation... deep within a large crevasse.

MO-Tym says:
Troj: If there's nothing else I'll go check on the team and met you at the TR?

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Sir, I think we found it.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  It is deep within a large crevasse.

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: you may want to see this yourself-radiation and deep crevasses

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: Your team consist of  yourself, the Dr. and Temal. Please meet the Dr. in TR1.

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: but I don't see any immediate threats

CTOValrek says:
CSO: Thanks

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  I am detecting quite a large amount of radiation.

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Can we transport through it?

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Aye sir ::hands his post to a yeoman::

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: aye  ::locks science station and gets into TL::

CTOValrek says:
::follows CSO ::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  If we go to a lower orbit we can sir.

MO-Tym says:
::Stands, looks at CTO and nods.:: *Roi* Meet at TR 1.

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Very well, do it. Get us as close as you can.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.  ::initiates lower orbit::

CTOValrek says:
TL: TR1

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  This should do it sir.  We are now in transporter range.

CSO_Temal says:
::checks phaser and tricorder, checks to make sure is set on stun::

MO-Tym says:
:: Follows CTO::  CTO:  Alpha team is Roi and a medtech.

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Try to contact the Cannibal.

CTOValrek says:
::exits the TL as the doors open::

CSO_Temal says:
::exits TL and heads to TR1::

CTOValrek says:
MO: Very good

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye sir.  ::initiates comm to Cannibal::

MO-Tym says:
::Right on CTO's heels::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  I am receiving nothing but static sir.

CTOValrek says:
::enters TR1

CTOValrek says:
<::>

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Can you detect survivors?

CSO_Temal says:
::enters TR1 behind CTO::  All: are we ready?

MO-Tym says:
::Sees Alpha team upon entering TR1::

CTOValrek says:
AT: OK, everyone ready? Do what you need to and don't wander off

MO-Tym says:
<Roi>ALL: Ready sirs.

CSO_Temal says:
MO: do we need any hypo's for the radiation?

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:   I am picking up 15 lifesigns scattered throughout the area sir.

CTOValrek says:
::grabs a phaser rifle from the locker and a tricorder::

MO-Tym says:
CSO: If we have time can do it now.  If not as soon as we get there.

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: do we really need rifles?

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Forward the coordinates to the AT.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.

CTOValrek says:
CSO: I want to be ready if someone decides to join us down there

CSO_Temal says:
::goes to weapons locker and also gets a rifle::

TrojSadik says:
*Temal* Your primary purpose down there is to disassemble the shielding and bring it back to the Cutlass.

CTOValrek says:
::hops up on the TR pad::

MO-Tym says:
::Roi starts to reach for a hypo::

COO_Cain says:
::forwards coordinates of the 15 lifesigns to the CTO's PADD::  *Alex*  You have the coordinates of the life signs we detected.

CSO_Temal says:
*Sadik*: acknowledged

MO-Tym says:
::Shakes head at Roi:: Roi: Later.

TrojSadik says:
*Dr* You should have coordinates on the survivors, have them beamed back and see to their well being.

CTOValrek says:
*Cain*: Understood. Thanks

TrojSadik says:
*AT* You all have 15 minutes.

CSO_Temal says:
::a little short::

CTOValrek says:
::enters the coordinates into the TR::

MO-Tym says:
*Troj* Acknowledged.

CTOValrek says:
AT: OK, ready to transport

COO_Cain whispers to Terry:
I'll be back in 5 minutes, bathroom.

Host Terry ACTION: The AT energizes and rematerializes on the Cannibal in a dimly lit corridor. (Transporter.wav)

CTOValrek says:
::hops onto the pad::

CTOValrek says:
<off the pad::

MO-Tym says:
:: Stiffens as he dematerializes::

CSO_Temal says:
@::opens tricorder::

CTOValrek says:
@AT: turn on your lights ::switches on his light::

MO-Tym says:
@::Looks about and scans with tricorder::

CSO_Temal says:
@All: I'm heading for the shielding

MO-Tym says:
@CTO: Troj was right NO more than 15 minutes or we're crispy critters.

CTOValrek says:
@::Pulls out the PADD....shows it to the AT:: AT: Here are where the crew is

MO-Tym says:
@::Follows scans to life signs::

CTOValrek says:
@MO: Then we better get to the crew while the CSO takes care of the shielding

Host Terry says:
ACTION: There are dead bodies scattered about the small ship. And the computer is stating that "...radiation levels are at fatal levels"

CSO_Temal says:
@::begins trudge toward shielding::

MO-Tym says:
@Roi: Start the hypos now!

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Open communications with the AT.

CTOValrek says:
@::stops at a terminal to try and access a computer to see if any systems can be brought online to aleaviate the radiation leak::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye  ::opens comm link::  Open sir.

CSO_Temal says:
@::opens a jeffries-tube, begins the 3 deck climb::

MO-Tym says:
@::Roi races to each AT members and gives a shot::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  The radiation is interferring with the comm link sir.  I will do my best to compensate.

TrojSadik says:
*Valrek* We will be moving to a higher orbit to monitor from a safe distance. The radiation will inhibit our communication.

CTOValrek says:
@::taps at the terminal:: *Troj*: Under....d S...r

TrojSadik says:
*Dr* We will return in 5 minutes to beam the survivors back.

CSO_Temal says:
@::climbs to final deck::

MO-Tym says:
@::Moves from body to body with the medtech, checking, giving shots, and marking location in PADD::

TrojSadik says:
:: Gestures to Cain to take the ship to a higher orbit ::

CSO_Temal says:
@::climbs out of tubes onto deck and heads toward eng.::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.  ::Initiating higher orbit::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  We are now at a safe distance sir.

CTOValrek says:
@::can not get anything from this terminal::

MO-Tym says:
@*COO* Have mark the survivors with an Isotope.  DOA's can be transported to the morgue.

CSO_Temal says:
@: enters main eng::

CTOValrek says:
@*CSO*: How is it coming?

MO-Tym says:
<mark= marked>

TrojSadik says:
:: Almost nervously stands and begins to slowly pace, uncharacteristic for a Vulcan ::

COO_Cain says:
*MO*  Acknowledged.

CSO_Temal says:
COM: Cutlass: is there anything special I need to know before taking this out?

CSO_Temal says:
<@>

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Scan for ships in this quadrant. I want to know everything moving out there.

COO_Cain says:
::scans for the isotope.  Initiates transport::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye  ::scanning::

CTOValrek says:
@::makes his way to engineeering::

CSO_Temal says:
@::heads toward shields, gets kit out::

MO-Tym says:
@*COO* You can start transporting the survivors to sickbay...::Sees the first victims dematerialize::

TrojSadik says:
*Temal* Nothing special... standard procedures for a cloaking device.

MO-Tym says:
@*Roi* Report.

COO_Cain says:
*MO*  Acknowledged.  ::initiates transport of survivors into sickbay::

CSO_Temal says:
@::begins disconnecting device from ship power systems::

CTOValrek says:
@*MO*: Gather your people and meet at the transporter coordinates as soon as you are finished

CTOValrek says:
@::enters engineering::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: LRS have detected a ship approaching from the neutral zone. ETA 10 minutes.

CSO_Temal says:
@::sees CTO:: CTO: welcome to the abyss

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: You in here? ::looks around:: There you are.

MO-Tym says:
@<Roi>*MO* All survivors marked and transported from my end.

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: You about ready here?

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Sir.  I have a ship heading to these coordinates.  ETA in 10 minutes.  They are probably Romulans but I will confirm that.

CSO_Temal says:
@CTO: almost

MO-Tym says:
@*Roi* Copy, get to the transport site. ::Gestures to medtech to follow him.::

COO_Cain says:
::boosts LR scans::

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Get us in closer to the AT and prepare the transporters.... RED ALERT.

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: excellent. I have a bad feeling and I think we should hurry.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye:  ::initiates lower orbit::

Host Terry (Alert.wav)

MO-Tym says:
@*CTO* All survivors are gone.  We'd best hurry.

CTOValrek says:
@::plants some explosives around the warp core::

CSO_Temal says:
@::finishes removing the device::  CTO: let me prep it for transport and I'll be ready

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  We are in a lower orbit and have transporter locks sir.

CSO_Temal says:
@CTO: make sure to give us plenty of time

MO-Tym says:
@*COO* You can start with the DOA's at your convinence.

CTOValrek says:
@*MO* : Transport yourselves as well. The CSO and I will follow soon

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Are they ready?

Host Terry says:
ACTION: Romulan ship ETA 5 minutes.

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: I have them set to go off one second after we transport

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Yes sir.  I have confirmed the ship is Romulan and will be here in 5 minutes.

CSO_Temal says:
@CTO: the device is ready

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: How much longer?

CTOValrek says:
@CSO: good

MO-Tym says:
@*CTO* Acknowledged. *COO* Alpha team and I are ready for transport.

CSO_Temal says:
COM: Cutlass: the device is ready to transport

CSO_Temal says:
<@>

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Transport at will.

CTOValrek says:
@*Cain*: We are ready to transport . CSO, I and the device.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.  ::transports all AT::

CSO_Temal says:
@::grabs equipment::

MO-Tym says:
@::Waits, anxiously::

Host Terry ACTION: AT transports back to the Cutlass. (Transporter.wav)

CTOValrek says:
@::Stands on detonator so that it will activate when he is transported::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  All accounted for, will we be firing on the cannibal?

CSO_Temal says:
::checks device::

CTOValrek says:
::materializes on teh Cutlass::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: Detonation device is counting down... 59, 58, 57...

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: we'll need an anti-gravity pad to move this

MO-Tym says:
::Steps from pad:: Roi: lets go. ::Races to sickbay::

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Romulan ship in 3 minutes sir.

CSO_Temal says:
*Sadik*: what do you wish done with the device?

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Set coordinates for the Koot and engage. Pace that ship out there, warp 7.

CTOValrek says:
::looks at the AT:: *Troj*: everyone is aboard as well as the device

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye.  ::initiates at warp 7::

CTOValrek says:
CSO: there should be one in the cargo bay

TrojSadik says:
*Temal* We don't have time to get it installed, report to the bridge. I suspect we will have company.

CTOValrek says:
::heads for the bridge after stowing his rifle::

CSO_Temal says:
::heads to bridge::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: The Romulan ship hails the Cutlass.

MO-Tym says:
::Entering sickbay:: Roi: put a force field around those DOA's to stop the small amout of radiation coming from them and then get back here.

CSO_Temal says:
*security*: please secure the device currently in TR1

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Romulan ship hailing sir.

TrojSadik says:
:: Considers this for a moment ::

CTOValrek says:
::enters the bridge::

CSO_Temal says:
::enters TL::   TL: main bridge

CSO_Temal says:
::enters bridge and heads to science station::

CTOValrek says:
::sets up a containment field around the device and initiates a transport inhibitor around it as well::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: A severe explosion from the planetoid destroys the experimental ship and most everything nearby.

MO-Tym says:
::Begins radiation treatment and scans for other injuries.  All medical personnel involved.::

CSO_Temal says:
computer: release lockout on science station 1, authorization Temal Alpha 2536 Gamma

TrojSadik says:
Cain: I'm sure they are curious. Audio only.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Channel open sir, adio only.

TrojSadik says:
*Romulan ship* This is Captain Sadik how may we help you?

CTOValrek says:
::listens as he takes over his station from teh yeoman::

CSO_Temal says:
*MO*: I think I recieved a little too much radiation, if you could send someone up with a hypo I'd be grateful

Host Terry says:
<Romulan> Captain: Please initiate your viewscreen.

MO-Tym says:
*Troj* We've got 15 survivors, mostly radiation poisoning, some other minor injuries.

MO-Tym says:
*CSO* Will do.

CTOValrek says:
*MO*: Make that two ::looks over at the CSO and smiles::

TrojSadik says:
*Dr.* Acknowledged.

CSO_Temal says:
::sets scanneres to full and scans the Romulan vessel::

CTOValrek says:
::maintains shields and weapons status::

MO-Tym says:
::Roi hearing the Comm picks up the hypos, nods to MO and heads for bridge::

TrojSadik says:
*Romulan ship* We have just completed a rescue mission and have sustained some damage to our ship. You will detect some radiation leakage.

CSO_Temal says:
::watches Romulan captain and probes emotions::

Host Terry says:
<Romulan> Captain: Our sensors detect no damage, however we are seeing some radation and tachyon emissions. Captain, are you using a cloaking device?

MO-Tym says:
::Roi exits TL and slips to CSO's side waiting for the right time.  Hypo in hand::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: Romulan vessel locks weapons on the Cutlass.

COO_Cain says:
::is glad Romulans cant see me because of being half Romulan::

CSO_Temal says:
::sets up a field around the device to lessen the signals it send s off::

CTOValrek says:
Troj: Sir, we do have one installed from a previous mission, if I remember correctly.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  They have locked weapons sir.

MO-Tym says:
::Roi gives CSO quiring look and glances at the hypo::

TrojSadik says:
Valrek: Hmmm... I did not know that.

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Acknowledged.

MO-Tym says:
::Tym moves to the most serious victim.  It doesn't look good.::

TrojSadik says:
*Romulan ship* We have a damaged deflector that leaks tachyon particles. We are heading to Kootenai station for repairs. Cutlass out.

CSO_Temal says:
::that'll make him mad::

CTOValrek says:
::readies weapons for retaliation strikes::

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Take shields down to 44% and have the computer fluxuate between that setting and 92% at random power levels.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye. ::Does just that::

CTOValrek says:
::keeps a steady hand on the weapons::

Host Terry says:
ACTION: After a few tense moment the Romulan ship disengages and moves off back to the neutral zone.

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: if you want the ship to look damaged I could wip up a few fake leaks and breeches

CSO_Temal says:
Sadik: never mind

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Romulans are diengagning and returing to the neutral zone.

TrojSadik says:
:: Breaths a sigh of relief... another unusual thing for a Vulcan to do ::

CTOValrek says:
::takes weapons off line::

CSO_Temal says:
::watches Romulan ship with distrust::

TrojSadik says:
Cain: Yellow alert, and take us home.

COO_Cain says:
::amazed at the human traits of TrojSadik::

MO-Tym says:
::Address the medical personnel:: ALL: Ok, first the radiation poisoning, then the burns, then what ever else.

COO_Cain says:
Sadik:  Aye sir.  ::initiates yellow alert::

Host Terry says:
*** END MISSION ***


